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Inspiring Design with Light

Inside our latest Lighting Ideas Guide, we’ll 
take a look at how retro and industrial  
styles are leading the way in style and décor.  
How lighting and design enhancements  
can easily switch up a room's look, just with 
simple changes. Learn design tips and ideas 
from our in-house design team and Kichler 
influencers. Explore how to update the most 
popular spaces in the home and transform  
the tiniest spaces into favorite retreat spots.
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Kichler Lighting Product 
Design Team 

Meet our Kichler Design Team that take visions and  
transform them into design inspirations. 

With decades of combined experience in lighting,  
interiors, fashion, and consumer goods, our product  
design team find their inspiration from traveling the  
world, gaining insight into a variety of styles and  
trends. These experiences and inspirations come to  
life and transform into beautiful lighting collections.

Home Decor and  
Lighting Influencers

Meet a few of our influencers that help bring 
our visions to life inside their homes. Find 
them on Instagram at their handles below.

@athomewithashley 

Interior Designer that shares a mix of larger 
renovations, fun DIY projects, decorating and 
styling advice with a vintage and eclectic flair, 
whether you're splurging or on a budget.

@jessicasaramorris 

Interior Designer and DIY enthusiast that started 
WhitePicketFarmhouse.com, which quickly 
became popular on Pinterest and DIY websites.

@thegoldhive
DIYer fixing up a historic bungalow in San Diego,  
CA, sharing home improvement and renovation 
stories, plus tips for sustainable living.

@mojisstyle
After starting a YouTube channel and working full 
time in intellectual property law, this mom of 3 
started on her home decorating journey, which 
encompasses a glam and luxe approach to style. 

GREG MARTIN
Creative Director

AMANDA GARDNER
Senior Product Designer

ALISHA SNYDER
Product Designer

RICHARD STONE
Associate Product Designer

MOLLIE HAMBRO
Design Coordinator

CONTRIBUTORS
Meet our product design team and influencers working to light and inspire your home.

Look for our designer quotes 
throughout this guide."

Designer“

@Mojisstyle
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STYLE  IDEAS    ART DECO

A.
Kimrose™

52411PN  |  Chandelier
Polished Nickel

B.
Emmala™

52420BNB  |  Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

A

DESIGN TIP
Add vintage inspired appliances  
in white or powder blue with a  
geometric wallpaper for a more  
retro inspired look.
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RETRO LIVING

A unique spin on past design styles.

When it comes to the décor of your home, this throwback 
style is a trend that stands the test of time. A far cry from 
the ‘far out’ looks you may think of as retro, retro living 
encompasses many styles, ranging from the 1920s all the 
way to the ‘70s. But there are common features that run 
throughout this statement style that make it truly timeless 
such as patterns, shapes, and pops of color. To truly 
appreciate retro living you need to understand the styles 
that are responsible for its inspiration - art deco  
and mid-century modern.
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A     

RETRO LIVING
Retro living is defined by bright pops of color; pinks, blues and oranges set against high-gloss black 
lacquer furniture to make a space more retro. Gone are the dark wood furniture and basic colors of 
traditional décor, replaced with fresh, bright colors and black, white or gold finishes. Lighting with 
brass finishes, matte black, or a flash of polished nickel help add a pop to this slick style statement.

Kichler.com/Retro

B     

C     

STYLE  IDEAS    MID-CENTURY MODERN, ART DECO
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Luxurious Modern
Born out of a strong desire to shed the past 
and embrace all things futuristic and modern, 
the art deco movement is glamorous at its 
core. Decorative, decadent and detailed, its 
décor is defined by patterns and oversized 
geometric shapes which can be seen in 
wallpaper patterns, artwork, rugs and pillows. 
Play up metallic and black finishes and pair 
them with luxurious textures for a perfectly 
curated art deco style. 

A.
Ciona™

52403BNB  |  Linear Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

B.
Truby™

55073PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

C.
Armand™

52350BK  |  Linear Chandelier
Black

D.
Calters™

52292CGLED  |  LED Pendant
Champagne Gold

E.
Kimrose™

52410PN  |  Mini Chandelier
Polished Nickel

F.
Astalis™

59076BKTLED  |  LED Outdoor Wall
Textured Black
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A.
Emmala™

52420BNB  |  Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

B.
Ciona™

52431PN  |  Mini Pendant
Polished Nickel

C.
Sylvia™

52174BK  |  Wall Sconce
Black

STYLE  IDEAS    CONTEMPORARY, ART DECO
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D

Glitter and Glam– 
that’s Art Deco.
Polished nickel, bronze, brass and gold, matte or super 
shiny. It’s a decorative mix that can surprisingly inspire 
richer paint colors, furnishings and perhaps even a foyer 
chandelier in a bedroom. It's luxurious to the eye and 
to the touch. A lush throw in jewel-toned velvet or a 
sparkling mantelpiece that shines with metallic brilliance 
will bring a luxe art deco feel into any space.

D.
Tolani™

52429PN  |  Oval Chandelier
Polished Nickel

E.
Torvee™

52424BNB  |  Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

F.
Baland™

52417BKLED
LED Chandelier

Black

FE
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A

Simple and Sleek
There’s nothing complicated about mid-century 
modern. From clean and straight to delicately 
curved, lines are simple and stunning. Think tulip 
dining chairs, hairpin co�ee tables and cool bath 
lighting.

Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

A.
Kordan™

84113MWH  |  Linear Pendant Cluster
Matte White

Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

STYLE  IDEAS    MID-CENTURY MODERN, CONTEMPORARY

Also available in 
Classic Pewter
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Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

C D

B.
Brianne™

55116BNB  |  Vanity Light
Brushed Natural Brass

C.
Finnick™

52339CG  |  Wall Sconce
Champagne Gold

D.
Giarosa™

55097CH  |  Vanity Light
Chrome
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Mid-century modern is one of those design styles that continues to be 
reimagined. The classic elements we all know and love endure the test 
of time with a new sense of sophistication.” 

Amanda Gardner, Senior Product Designer
“
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STYLE  IDEAS    REFINED, LUXE

A.
Eastmont™

52404PN  |  Linear Chandelier
Polished Nickel

B.
Eastmont™

52402PN  |  Mini Chandelier
Polished Nickel

C.
Marrus
52407WZC  |  Chandelier
Weathered Zinc

A

DESIGN TIP
Pick furniture with clean lines in metal, 
leather or wood. When it comes to  
color, think neutrals with cream, gray, 
brown, tan and black.
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INDUSTRIAL  
LIVING

Urban flare with refined touches.

Loved by urban dwellers, embraced by suburban 
neighborhoods, and right at home in a country farmhouse, 
anyone (anywhere) can achieve this warehouse-inspired 
style. Taking cues from old factories and 20th-century 
buildings, industrial style combines utilitarian-inspired 
design with worn textures and simple nods to nature. 

Find more at Kichler.com   |   13
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A.
Everett™

52379PN  |  Linear Chandelier
Polished Nickel

B.
Meller™

55101BK  |  Vanity Light
Black

C.
Timmin™

59090DBK  |  Outdoor Wall
Distressed Black

D.
Aivian™

52398WBR  |  Chandelier
Weathered Brushed Brass

E.
Eyrie™

300041BSS  |  Fandelier
Brushed Stainless SteelB

Industrial with a  
Mid-Century Twist
Looking for a mid-century spin on industrial 
style? Look for furniture inspired by the 
industrial boom of the 1950s. Leather or vinyl 
accents are a great start, and of course, tapered 
or hairpin legs add an instant dose of nostalgia. 
Weave in soft, vintage touches like a loved, 
weathered leather chair, metalwork patterns, 
and a soft, muted paint color – for a look that is  
a little industrial and a little mid-century.

A

STYLE  IDEAS    VINTAGE, LUXE
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INDUSTRIAL LIVING
Industrial isn't all rugged and warehouse-style. It's exposed metals, leathers, and weathered woods with textured, 
decorative pillows and throws, round-edge furniture, and polished accent frames. It mingles industrial ruggedness 
with soft, smooth edges. Want to add a more vintage feel to your industrial look? Incorporate worn metal drawers, 
exposed fittings, and reclaimed wood furniture pieces.

Kichler.com/Industrial

Eastmont™ is sophisticated and luxurious. Its finely reeded socket 
covers and rich walnut finish epitomizes the rustic-meets-refined 
aesthetic."

Richard Stone, Associate Product Designer
“

Find more at Kichler.com   |   15
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A

What is Refined Industrial?
Refined Industrial incorporates thinner, more delicate 
metalwork with refined details and mixed finishes. 
To create this look, start by adding pieces such as 
glass, gold, and wood blends for a clean, refined look. 
Incorporate neutral paint colors and lighting fixtures 
that feature woods, mixed finishes, and textures.

Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

A.
Armand™

52351BK  |  Foyer Chandelier
Black

B.
Marrus
52408WZC  |  Linear Chandelier
Weathered Zinc

STYLE  IDEAS    REFINED
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Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

D E    

A
C.

Goson™

59086BK  |  Outdoor Wall
Black

D.
Mercer™

59061OZ  |  Outdoor Wall
Olde Bronze®

E.
Marrus

52409WZC  |  Wall Sconce
Weathered Zinc

C

Find more at Kichler.com   |   17
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Vintage Industrial  
Add a vintage spin on an already throwback 
style with vintage industrial. This rugged 
and unfinished look is inspired by the 
early machine era during the Industrial 
Revolution. Want to add a little vintage  
to your industrial style? Add in painted 
metals, concrete floors, metal lighting 
shades, and exposed fittings to make  
this vintage style shine.

A

A.
Everett™

55077PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

B.
Lente
44251MOK  |  Foyer Chandelier
Midnight Oak

C.
Goson™

59088BK  |  Outdoor Post
Black

D.
Harvan™

55106BK  |  Bath Vanity
BlackC

STYLE  IDEAS    REFINED, VINTAGE
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Industrial has been transforming over the past few years, into a more  
detailed and refined aesthetic characterized by more sophisticated  
finishes and cleaner silhouettes . With fine details and polished  
surfaces that owe as much to fine furniture and high-end jewelry as  
they do factories and industry."

Greg Martin, Creative Director

“
Find more at Kichler.com   |   19
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SPACE  IDEAS    KITCHEN

A.
Lozano
59002BK  |  Outdoor Wall
Black

B.
Abbotswell™

43498BK  |  Pendant
Black

C.
Baland™

52419BNBLED, BKLED  |  LED Mini Pendant
Brushed Natural Brass, Black

A

B

DESIGN TIP
Consider adding a pop of color by painting the 
cabinets a rich and inviting tone like blue or 
green to break up the neutral colors in a space.

20   |
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KITCHEN

It's more than just a spot to eat.

You chop. You sauté. You clean. You cook. It’s where you catch 
up on the day. Welcome to the kitchen. It’s every home’s hero. 
That multi-talented space where so much happens, it’s an 
understatement to call it multitasking. And lighting can make 
the kitchen so much lovelier on every level.

Find more at Kichler.com   |   21
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SPACE  IDEAS    KITCHEN

C

A B

Unexpected Pendant Placements
Pendants aren't just for kitchens; these beautiful fixtures can 
be the shining focal point of any room, especially when placed 
in unexpected ways. Take, for example, a reading chair, which 
may traditionally feature a downlight or table lamp. Imagine 
the stylish possibilities if you added a hanging pendant instead. 
Or replaced your bedside lamps with twin pendants for a 
centering appeal.  Even an enclosed patio can become a bright 
spot of style with a well-placed pendant. One of our favorite 
unexpected pendant placements is the bathroom. Consider  
an asymmetric placement of one pendant in a powder room, 
or mini pendants used in place of sconces, which can properly 
illuminate the face for that all-important getting-ready glow. 

A.
Everett™

52377PN  |  Chandelier
Polished Nickel

B.
Lahden™

59008WZC  |  Outdoor Pendant
Weathered Zinc

C.
Kimrose™

52413BNB  |  Linear Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

D.
Calters™

52291CGLED  |  LED Pendant
Champagne Gold

E.
Ciona™

52431BNB  |  Mini Pendant
Brushed Natural Brass

F.
Baland™

52417BNBLED
LED Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass
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KITCHEN CORE ELEMENTS
The kitchen is the place for it all. Functional lighting – and welcoming  
environments – are key. When decorating or designing  the kitchen, consider 
how busy the space is. The kitchen is where multitasking takes place so plan 
with that in mind. Find sturdy, but stylish materials, including hardware and 
floors that will shine despite the constant tra�c (and spills!).

Visit Kichler.com/Kitchen-Ideas for more inspiration.

F   

D
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A.
Edmar™

52135NBR  |  Pendant
Natural Brass

B.
Brettin
85090CG  |  Wall Sconce
Champagne Gold

C.
Laurent
52052CG  |  Chandelier
Champagne Gold

D.
Birkleigh™

52073BK  |  Pendant
Black

D    

SPACE  IDEAS    KITCHEN

B
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The Case for Clusters
Lighting can cast an even more dramatic statement 
when mixed or matched. For an ultra-modern look, 
cluster three di�erent shapes or sizes of the same 
pendant family together over a kitchen island. Or, 
alternatively, the same pendant but in three di�erent 
sizes or finishes could add a subtle statement of style 
over a dining table. Get creative. If you want your home 
to be less matchy-matchy, mixed and matched clusters 
are a great way to think outside the bulb.

E.
Kimrose™

52414PN  |  Pendant
Polished Nickel

F.
Kennewick™

52383OZ  |  Mini Chandelier
Olde Bronze®

G.
Kordan™

84114MWH  |  Pendant Cluster
Matte White

E

GF
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Make a Statement with 
Island Pendants
The number of pendants depends on the size 
of your island and the size of your pendants. 
Generally, pendants look best in odd numbers, 
and this is especially true of mini pendants. 
However, if you’re using larger pendants over 
a larger island, 2 could work and 4 pendants 
will look best if they are complementing the 
corners of a large square island. As a rule of 
thumb, pendants should be hung with the 
bottom 36” from the countertop, but varying 
the hanging height of multiple mini pendants 
can be visually appealing as well. Multiple 
mini pendants over an island should have 
somewhere between 12” and 24” between the 
widest points and that distance grows with 
the pendant diameter. Remember to place 
pendants at least 6" or more from each end of 
the island to avoid an overcrowded look. 

A.
Abbotswell™

43498NBR  |  Pendant
Natural Brass

B.
Downtown Deco
43964MCH  |  Pendant
Midnight ChromeB

SPACE  IDEAS    KITCHEN

A
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A New Look with Lighting
@athomewithashley

"When I helped my sister redo her kitchen, we focused 
on creating a cozy dining area. The Hayman Bay 
chandelier made the space – hanging it was the 
cherry on top! The wallpaper was a splurge, but we 
balanced that out with saving in other areas. For 
example, the table was passed down from a family 
member and I sanded it down to give it a new look. The 
banquette seating is a store-bought $50 bookcase 
that we put on its side and created a budget-friendly 
bench with lots of storage. It’s all about mixing the 
high end and a�ordable pieces!"

C.
Armand™

52349BK  |  Chandelier
Black

D.
Ciri

83346WHLED 
LED Pendant

White

E.
Calters™

52291BKLED, CGLED
LED Pendant

Black, Champagne Gold

C   D   

E   
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A.
Kadas™

52214PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

B.
Downtown Deco
44128MCH  |  Chandelier
Midnight Chrome

C.
Baland™

52418BNBLED  |  LED Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

A

B

SPACE  IDEAS    DINING ROOM
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DINING ROOM

Large or small, it inspires and brings  
us together.

It’s the place you get together. Whether it’s Monday night  
dinner, a holiday gathering or a homework haven, your  
dining room can be a true reflection of personal taste –  
beyond the food on the table. Your dining room has some  
serious possibilities and the right lighting can make it  
everything you want it to be.

DESIGN TIP
Hang your statement chandelier 30-36 
inches above your table for optimal light.

Find more at Kichler.com   |   29
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Think Beyond 
Traditional 
So here’s a myth buster: you actually don’t 
need a giant dining room, a tall ceiling and 
a huge table for a chandelier to make a 
statement. Have a long table? Try a linear 
chandelier. Want to make your silver 
sparkle? Go with LED lighting. Dining room 
lighting can make a lasting statement long 
after the guests leave. 

A

B

A.
Tolani™

52427BK  |  Chandelier
Black

B.
Eastmont™ 
52402PN  |  Mini Chandelier
Polished Nickel

C.
Mathias
52109OZ  |  Chandelier
Olde Bronze®

D.
Kennewick™

52388NI  |  Chandelier
Brushed Nickel

E.
Chennai™

86004SN  |  LED Mirror
Satin Nickel

F.
Harvan™

55105SN  |  Wall Sconce
Satin Nickel

Also shown:  
Oana™ 52077WWW, Grendel™ 
52037CLP, Erzo™ 43859NBR

SPACE  IDEAS    DINING ROOM
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DINING ROOM CORE ELEMENTS
Your dining room table light is often the centerpiece of the room – and it’s also your chance to 
make a big statement. Every dining room has that potential, no matter its size. To make your 
dining room stand out, consider adding sconces, a richer paint color, a neutral tone table cloth, 
and a mirror or painting. 

Visit Kichler.com/Dining-Room-Ideas for more inspiration.
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Change the Bulbs,  
Change the Look
One simple way to switch up the style of a 
light fixture is to switch out the light bulbs. 
Round, globe bulbs are more modern 
and give a mid-century vibe. Candelabra 
lamps o�er a more traditional design and 
are a great way to enhance the updated 
traditional style of a space.

Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

A.
Armand™

52350BK  |  Linear Chandelier
Black

A

SPACE  IDEAS    DINING ROOM

DESIGN TIP
Choose a neutral color palette, a cozy 
rug, and a pop of color for an updated 
traditional or soft contemporary feel.
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Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

C D

B.
Nye™

52316BNB  |  Wall Sconce
Brushed Natural Brass

C.
Baland™

52418BKLED  |  LED Chandelier
Black

D.
Torvee™

52425BNB  |  Linear Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

B

D
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DESIGN TIP
Add in geometric shapes, dark accent 
colors, and luxurious fabrics for a  
more retro look.

Find more at Kichler.com   |   33
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Inspiration for Tolani™ came from a major European Design Show 
and the trend where traditional shapes were being broken apart. The 
Tolani family exudes the simple elegance of the art deco period."

Amanda Gardner, Senior Product Designer
“

Add Layers to 
Create a New Look
The full e�ect of layered lighting is 
clearly seen in this retro dining space. 
By mixing a statement chandelier with 
stylish sconces, it’s now a place that 
welcomes all who enter with open 
arms and makes them want to stay—
which is the true secret to lighting  
your home right.

SPACE  IDEAS    DINING ROOM
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A.
Tolani™

52428PN  |  Chandelier
Polished Nickel

B.
Truby™

55073PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

C.
Ciona™

55110PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

D.
Emmala™

52421BNB  |  Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

E.
Tolani™

52428BNB  |  Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

D

    

A Blend of Styles  
Sets the Table for  
a Stunning Space 
If you really want your style to stand out, it's 
important to mix things up. One general rule 
is to match ornate pieces with more plain 
and simple ones, so your style doesn't look 
like it has competing elements. Try pairing 
one statement piece and the other accents 
complementing it. For example, if you have 
a gold chandelier, mixing in a few pieces of 
brass or black hardware will give the room a 
complementary look.   
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Gold is Made to Last

@jessicasaramorris

"I like to renovate spaces first that I know will be used 
frequently: Living Room, Dining Room, Kitchen and 
do the bedrooms last. But changing out lighting, paint 
and hardware can go a long way in making a space feel 
completely di�erent! I tend to stick to an antique brass 
for lighting, not only because it's my favorite, but it fits 
with my minimalist boho style."

A.
Calters™

52293CGLED
LED Linear Chandelier
Champagne Gold

SPACE  IDEAS    DINING ROOM
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B.
Baland™

52418BNBLED  |  LED Chandelier
Brushed Natural Brass

C.
Chennai™

86004CG  |  LED Mirror
Champagne Gold

D.
Brianne™

55115BNB  |  Wall Sconce
Brushed Natural Brass

A

B

Go for the Gold
Nothing shines quite like gold. And 
gold accents can spruce up a space 
and take it from fine to fabulous. Gold 
is a staple of almost every décor style, 
so no matter what your home looks 
like, you can add a pop of shine. For  
Art Deco styles, add a touch of 
brushed natural brass. Or for a more 
Industrial look, pair gold with black 
or polished nickel. And if you want 
to go for a mid-century feel, go with 
champagne gold or natural brass, and 
pair it with black or white accents.
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Also available in 
Black
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SPACE  IDEAS    BATHROOM

A.
Brianne™

55116BNB  |  Bath Vanity
Brushed Natural Brass

B.
Cosabella™

55090PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

A

DESIGN TIP
For larger bathrooms with multiple sinks, include a 
light over each mirror. Consider adding extra light 
layers with tape lighting or ceiling downlights.
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BATHROOM

Unites the bustle of the day with the 
leisure of the night.

The bathroom is the main space where you groom and  
get ready—which is why proper lighting is so important.  
Starting your morning o� on a bright note (and avoiding 
shower puddle slips) can set the stage for the rest of  
your day. While winding down the day with the soft glow 
of cabinet or toe-kick lighting to help navigate during the 
evening hours.
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BATHROOM CORE ELEMENTS
Bathrooms can be both functional and beautiful. To add some pizzazz, consider adding a pop of 
color with a fun wall paint or colorful towels. Add in a black finish mirror and coordinating sconces or 
pendants for more focused light. To carry the look throughout the room, consider adding a black or 
dark-colored rug to coordinate with your fixtures and mirror.

Visit Kichler.com/BathLighting for more inspiration.

Rainbow Bathroom
@athomewithashley

Ashley Wilson, the designer behind @athomewithashley, recently renovated 
her bathroom in her home in Utah. Deemed the "rainbow tile bathroom", 
Ashley designed a colorful, happy escape complete with new plumbing and 
a stunning wall.  A reclaimed vintage vanity lit by our Indeco™ LED modern 
vanity light completes this space. Ashley's bathroom is mix and match  
perfection, balancing vintage with modern and colorful with neutral.

SPACE  IDEAS    BATHROOM
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Mirror Innovations
LED Mirrors illuminate the whole space, emitting 
even light all around you. With dimming and 
temperature control features available on some 
models, you can customize to create your best light.
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A.
Moorgate

55065BK  |  Vanity Light
Black

B.
Menillo™

86008  |  LED Mirror
Mirror Finish

C.
Giarosa™

55096CH  |  Vanity Light
Chrome

D.
Truby™

55074PN  |  Vanity Light
Polished Nickel

E.
Harvan™

55106SN  |  Vanity Light
Satin Nickel

ED

Inspired by candlesticks in a tall hurricane glass, Giarosa's™ double glass layers 
distinguish it from other lighting fixtures. When paired with di�erent visual 
home décor elements, its simple contemporary design blends beautifully with 
soft contemporary, modern contemporary or an art deco design style."

Greg Martin, Creative Director
“
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A.
Trentino™

52162BK  |  Chandelier
Black

B.
Ciona™

55111BNB  |  Vanity Light
Brushed Natural Brass

C.
Moorgate
55065DAW  |  Vanity Light
Distressed Antique White

SPACE  IDEAS    BATHROOM

DESIGN TIP
Create a spa-like experience with unique fixture 
placement. Enlist the help of a licensed electrician 
to ensure you meet local code requirements.*

*Hanging fixtures must be 8-feet above the top of tub walls or 3-feet away from the tub side. You should not be able to touch or grab the installed fixture.42   |
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D

How Many Vanity Lights  
Are Right?
Most collections come with options of between one and 
four lights. Both the size of the mirror and the size of the 
room must be considered when determining which light 
is best for your space. If your bathroom is smaller, you 
might want to consider a one-or two-light vanity; for 
slightly larger bathrooms, a three-light vanity will work 
nicely. Add sconces on each side of the mirror for more 
focused light around your face.

D.
Everett™

55080PN  |  Vanity Light
Polished Nickel

E.
Kimrose™

52415BNB  |  Wall Sconce
Brushed Natural Brass

F.
Harvan™

55107BK  |  Vanity Light
Black
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B C

A.
Valserrano™

44381BK  |  Vanity Light
Black

B.
Meller™

55101BK  |  Vanity Light
Black

C.
Moorgate
55063BK  |  Wall Sconce
Black

D.
Cosabella™

55092BK  |  Vanity Light
Black

E.
Moonlit
83854MBKWH  |  LED Mini Pendant
Matte Black

SPACE  IDEAS    BATHROOM

Complement Your 
Style with Black 
Finishes
If you’re into art deco or vintage, black 
finishes can make the look. They can 
be avant-garde or 1930s-inspired. 
They’re naturally modern in a classic 
kind of way, bringing a timeless 
feel to your contemporary décor. 
Black finishes in your lighting can 
add unpolished authenticity to your 
modern farmhouse style. Get creative. 
Even small accents like dishes, plant 
stands, and frames with black finishes 
can bring eye-catching sophistication.
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Mirrors are inherently decorative. We use them to brighten spaces and 
create visual interest. The addition of adjustable brightness adds a functional 
boost in the spaces where you need it the most."

Alisha Snyder, Product Designer
“

Also available in 
Champagne Gold
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A.
Mercer™

59061BSL  |  Outdoor Wall
Black with Silver Highlights

B.
Ryler™

59037BKLED  |  LED Outdoor Ceiling
Black

C.
Camillo™

59082BK, NBR  |  Outdoor Pendant
Black, Natural Brass

A

B

SPACE  IDEAS    OUTDOOR LIVING

DESIGN TIP
Combine fixture styles and finishes for an 
eclectic design or choose fixtures from the 
same collection for a unified whole. 
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OUTDOOR LIVING

Retreat. Relax. Reconnect.

Kitchen oasis. Entertainment zone. Welcoming entrance.  
No matter the size, your outdoor living spaces are a  
reflection of you. It's an escape from a long day. A spot  
where friends and family come together. An area where you 
can disconnect and enjoy the great outdoors, day or night.
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Climates™

Harsh sunrays, intense cold, constant salt 
spray...whatever your climate, we o	er 
lighting that stands up to the elements. 
Our Climates™ Outdoor Lighting  uses a 
composite material with UV protectant 
to create an anti-fading finish resistant to 
acidic and alkali elements, corrosion and 
rust. The high-tech material also allows for 
detailed designs, capturing distinctive styles 
that reflect a home's character.

A

A.
Mercer™

59060BSL  |  Outdoor Wall
Black with Silver Highlights

B.
Hampshire™

59058BKT  |  Outdoor Pendant
Textured Black

C.
Allenbury
49981WH  |  Outdoor Wall
White

D.
Goson™

59086BK  |  Outdoor Wall
Black

E.
Timmin™

59091DBK  |  Outdoor Wall
Distressed Black

F.
Grand Bank™

59069AUB  |  Outdoor Pendant
AuburnC    

SPACE  IDEAS    OUTDOOR LIVING

Convertible to 
Semi-Flush
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OUTDOOR CORE ELEMENTS
Expand your outdoor living space into an area that you can escape, relax, and  
recharge after a long day. Add lounge furniture, pillows, an outdoor decorative  
rug, and accent lighting to transform your backyard into a staycation getaway.

Visit Kichler.com/Outdoor-Living for more inspiration.

F   

D
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Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

A.
Hampshire™

59055BKT  |  Outdoor Wall
Textured Black

B.
Hampshire™

59057BKT  |  Outdoor Semi-Flush
Textured Black

C.
Tollis
59049BK  |  Outdoor Wall
Black

D.
Drega
59071BKLED  |  LED Outdoor Wall
BlackC D    

A

B

SPACE  IDEAS    OUTDOOR LIVING
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Outdoor Lighting Placement
Your outdoor space should feel like an extension of your home. 
With a little planning, you can make it feel like a great escape. 
But first, you need the right light. A good outdoor lighting plan 
includes layers to create eye-catching e�ects. Welcome guests 
to your home before they even set foot in the door with a large, 
outdoor wall-mounted fixture. Add a ceiling light and pendant 
to put a polish on a front porch. Add a smaller outdoor mount to 
the back door, and some pendants or even a ceiling fan if your 
space allows. Post lights can also shine on a path or by a patio. 
Good lighting makes every step outside even better.

Coordinates with
UPDATED TRADITIONAL

E.
Astalis™

59077BKTLED
LED Outdoor Wall

Textured Black
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A.
Narelle™

49288WH  |  Outdoor Wall
White

B.
Lozano™

29003CBL  |  Outdoor Pendant
Catalina Blue

C.
Tollis
59050WH  |  Outdoor Wall
White

D.
Camillo™

59080NBR  |  Outdoor Wall
Natural Brass

SPACE  IDEAS    OUTDOOR LIVING

DESIGN TIP
When mixing styles, make sure you only 
mix two. Coastal and Contemporary 
make a great style match.

Outdoor Lighting and  
Connecting with Friends
@thegoldhive

"Lately, we’re spending more time outdoors and finding  
creative ways to get a change of scenery and safely see friends. 
One way I've been doing this is by maximizing backyard space  
to extend outdoor hangout time into the evenings, especially  
as the seasons shift and it gets dark earlier. How, you ask?  
Landscape lighting and outdoor seating! And I mean nice  
outdoor lighting that illuminates our outdoor meals, floods  
seating areas with light to see friends, and casts light on  
surrounding greenery like these LED Two Arm path lights."
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Mix and Match Your Finishes
Mixing finishes is a simple way to keep your patio, deck, or outdoor 
space from looking too uniform. When mixing finishes or metals,   
keep to two or three metals max; any more than that will get 
distracting. Opt for opposing colors, like black and brass - or -  
similar cool or warm shades, like chrome and nickel. Also, consider  
the finishes of your outdoor furniture, door hardware, or outdoor 
kitchen knobs as part of your mix and match plan. 

E.
Carlson™

59013RZ  |  Outdoor Post
Rubbed Bronze™

F.
Harmont™

59094OZ  |  Outdoor Wall
Olde Bronze®

G.
Beacon Square

49834OZ  |  Outdoor Ceiling
Olde Bronze®
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SPACE  IDEAS    UNIQUE APPLICATIONS

A.
Eyrie™

300041SBK  |  Fandelier
Satin Black

B.
Kitner™

52035ACO  |  Pendant
Antique Copper

C.
Moorgate
44084BK  |  Flush Mount
Black

A

DESIGN TIP
For a galley kitchen, consider space- 
saving light such as tape and channel 
lighting, mini pendants or a fandelier.
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UNIQUE  
APPLICATIONS

Transforming nontraditional into  
so much more!

While we all know there are spots in our home that are 
important to decorate, there are some areas where we 
forget to add those special touches - like in a reading  
nook, office, entryway, or mudroom. By adding a hint  
of style, color, and the right light, you can breathe new  
life into these unique areas of the home.
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Glam Home Office

@mojisstyle

Moji always  knows how to glam-up a space, and her  
recent home office flip is no exception. While the  
color palette is neutral in her new office, the design  
is anything but that. The high-shine gold finishes,  
black accents, and modern furniture add a touch of 
glamour to the space. The Arabella chandelier in gold 
finishes off this space that is sure to make your WFH 
sweatsuit feel like formal business attire. 

A.
Cavelli™

300040SNB  |  Fandelier
Satin Natural Bronze

B.
Trentino
52165NBR  |  Wall Sconce
Natural Brass

SPACE  IDEAS    HOME OFFICE

Where Chandelier 
Meets Ceiling Fan.
Our new fandelier designs make a 
statement with modern industrial 
design and two tone finishes. The 
unique design delivers the best of  
both worlds. Presenting a beautiful 
design on the outside with a ceiling  
fan on the inside. Fandeliers are  
ideal for smaller size installations or 
multiple installations in a larger area.

Also available in 
Satin Black

A
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HOME OFFICE ELEMENTS
Working from home is most enjoyable if you have a functional and efficient space 
to check things off the list. Create a unique office space that helps you balance 
both creativity and productivity, all in the comfort of your own home.

Visit Kichler.com/Office for more inspiration.

B

Shared Office
The home office has transformed into so much more 
lately. To create a spot where everyone can work together, 
consider creating workstations. Add shelving, a corkboard, 
containers for supplies, cabinet lighting, downlights, and a 
ceiling fan or pendant for additional layers of light.
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@GowlerHomes
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SPACE  IDEAS    ENTRYWAY

CB

A

A.
Ciri
83348MBK  |  LED Pendant
Matte Black

B.
Grand Bank
59066AUB  |  Outdoor Wall
Auburn

C.
Kimrose™

52415PN  |  Wall Sconce
Polished Nickel

Creating Lasting 
Impressions
The entryway is the first place that we greet 
guests and say farewell. This small but mighty 
space o�ers so many possibilities. You can 
dress it up with a favorite piece of artwork 
and add a splash of color. Or add depth with 
a decorative mirror and scones on each 
side. If the entryway tends to be one of the 
busiest spots in your home, consider adding 
a coat shelf for bags, packages, and coats. 
For additional lighting, install a flush mount 
or pendant. No matter how you dress it, the 
entryway is always a spot that is refreshing 
and welcoming.
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D.
Downtown Deco

43964MCH  |  Semi-Flush
Midnight Chrome

E.
Eastmont™

52405PN  |  Mini Pendant
Polished Nickel

F.
Radana™

86010  |  LED Mirror
Mirror Finish

F   E    

Quick Entryway Updates
@jessicasaramorris

"For our entryway, we put DIY board and batten halfway  
up the wall with hooks that spanned the entire wall. This  
inexpensive project cost under 100 dollars. Then above  
the board and batten we installed a statement mirror and  
an Ellerbeck sconce from Kichler Lighting. On the other  
side of the room, we built a DIY bench for seating when  
we first come in the door. Our entire entrance is extremely  
functional but also beautiful. We mixed black and gold  
metals in our entrance. I recommend always adding a  
mirror in your entrance to bounce light, make it feel  
brighter and more welcoming. I also love hooks to make  
a space really feel lived in."
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Don't Forget About 
the Nooks and 
Crannies
The most often overlooked spaces in 
the home are nooks and tucked away 
spaces. And there’s no better way to 
brighten them up than with a distinctive 
pendant light or a charming chandelier. 
Incorporate plants and shelving for style 
and tranquility. An intriguing piece of art 
or a colorful vase to ensure a stunning 
statement in every corner.

SPACE  IDEAS    UNIQUE APPLICATIONS

A

A.
Aivian™

52399WBR  |  Mini Pendant
Weathered Brushed Brass

B.
Alden
43363NBR  |  Wall Sconce
Natural Brass

B
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Lighting in Focus 
Pin-up sconces are timeless pieces 
that work perfectly in a variety of areas 
around the home such as reading nooks, 
beside a bed, or near a favorite armchair. 

Adding pin-up sconces on each side of 
your bed allows for more focused light 
during the evening hours. Plus, the  
option to install or unplug the fixture 
allows you to easily move it to other  
areas of the room or home.

C.
Sylvia™

52174BK, WH  |  Wall Sconce
Black, White

D.
Trentino

52165BK  |  Wall Sconce
Black

E.
Finnick™

52339CG  |  Wall Sconce
Champagne Gold E
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featured: Kadas Collection

Find more inspiration and lighting ideas at Kichler.com/Lighting-Ideas.
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• Bulbs not included unless otherwise noted. 

• Wattages stated are the maximum 
recommended; however, you may use lower 
wattage lamps to suit your lighting needs. 
Some recommended lamps are not available  
in the maximum allowable wattage. 

• All electrical products are rated as 120-volt,  
AC unless otherwise noted. 

• All electrical products are certified and listed to 
UL/CSA/ETL Standards for use in U.S.A. and 
Canada except where noted. 
 

• All chain drop products equipped with at least 
72" of chain unless otherwise noted. 

• All products featured in the outdoor section are 
certified and listed to UL/CSA/ETL standards 
for wet location except where noted. 

• Many long-life tungsten halogen capsule lamps 
are now available as alternates to conventional 
incandescent light bulbs. The halogen capsule 
lamps may be used to replace any lamp of a 
higher wattage, but not to exceed the existing 
specified maximum wattage, i.e., 72W may 
replace a 75W. 
 

• On some products, in order to accommodate 
higher-than-normal ceiling height, extra lead 
wire is supplied and specified. With additional 
sections of chain or stems (not included), this 
allows an added measure of design flexibility.

• Finishes for fixtures installed outdoors are 
subject to change due to prolonged exposure 
to sunlight, airborne pollutants, and other 
forms of weathering. 

• To serve you better, Kichler Lighting reserves 
the right to make improvements to the 
products in this catalog. Therefore, some 
products may change during the life of the 
catalog and the product information contained 
in this catalog may also have changed.

We go to great lengths to assure the metal and 
glass finishes shown in the catalog match the 
actual products, but printing variations and 
variations in chemical finishes and the nature of 
hand-applied finishing will cause some di�erences 
between the printed images and actual product, 
and from one product to another.

We use only non-ferrous materials on the exterior 
parts of our outdoor lantern products, and use 
the best available weather-resistant finishes. 
However, due to some extreme environmental 
conditions such as acid rain, salt air and ultraviolet 
exposure, we cannot guarantee our exterior 
finishes, with the exception of our LifeBrite™ 
lanterns.

Due to environmental conditions such as soil 
acidity, concrete alkalinity and other corrosive soil 
and air conditions, we cannot guarantee our direct 
burial posts.

Consumer Notice

Federal Legislation to phase out 100 watt Incandescent Bulbs started January 2012

The federal government enacted the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 
in December 2007, requiring all general-purpose light bulbs that produce 310-2600 
lumens of light be 30% more energy efficient (similar to current halogen lamps) than 
current incandescent bulbs by 2014. The efficiency standards started with 100 watt 
bulbs in January 2012 and will end with 40 watt bulbs in January 2014.

Light bulbs outside of this range are exempt from the restrictions (historically, less 
than 40 watts or more than 150 watts). Also exempt are several classes of specialty 
lights, including appliance lamps, rough service bulbs, 3-way, colored lamps and 
plant lights.

In 2020, a second tier of restrictions will become effective; which requires all 
general-purpose bulbs to produce at least 45 lumens per watt (similar to current 
CFLs). Exempt from the Act are reflector flood, 3-way, candelabra, colored and other 
specialty bulbs.

Many governments worldwide have passed measures to prohibit the sale of 
incandescent light bulbs for general lighting. The aim is to encourage use of more 
energy-efficient lighting alternatives, such as compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) and 
LED lamps. 

References: www.energy.senate.gov

To serve you better, Kichler Lighting reserves the right to make 
improvements to products in this catalog. Therefore, some 
products may change during the life of the catalog and the product 
information contained in this catalog may also have changed.

For warranty information visit Kichler.com/Warranty

Kichler is a member of the American Lighting 
Association (ALA), a trade association representing  
the residential lighting and ceiling fan industries in  

the United States and Canada. Its membership includes 
leading lighting and fan manufacturers, showrooms (retailers), 
manufacturers representatives and designers. ALA members  
are dedicated to providing the public with the proper application  
of quality residential lighting.

 All electrical products are UL/CSA/ or ETL Listed and Certified  
to UL/CSA Standards for use in U.S.A. and Canada except  
where noted.

Follow us:  instagram.com/KichlerLighting
Like us:  facebook.com/Kichler.Lighting
Follow us:  twitter.com/KichlerLight
Join us:  houzz.com/pro/KichlerLighting/Kichler
Find us:  pinterest.com/KichlerStyle
Watch us:  youtube.com/KichlerLighting
Find us:  linkedin.com/company/KichlerLighting

CONNECT WITH US

Kichler Lighting LLC
7711 E. Pleasant Valley Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44131
Kichler.com

To find an Authorized Dealer, visit Kichler.com/Where-to-buy
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Our Vision
At Kichler Lighting, everything we do, every  
single day, is with the intention of creating  

and delivering products that allow people to  
see what matters most to them. We will do  

that by relentlessly pursuing quality, ensuring 
continued innovation, always going one step 

further in our commitment to exceptional 
customer service and education, as well  

as creating on-trend designs that are both  
stylish and “life-stylish,” promising to  

deliver project success for you.

Get inspired at Kichler.com
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